For simplicity, i.e. for conformity with the expression (8.10) given by Woolfson & Fan (1995)
in the basic expression (2) given in Rossmanith (2003. J. Appl. Cryst. 36, 1467-1474) the
effect of polarization of the interfering waves is neglected. In general, however, the two
electric unit vectors belonging to the primary wave, Ê1 , and the Umweg wave, Ê 21 , will not
be parallel, i.e. the factor cos(∠Eˆ1 , Eˆ 21 ) has to be included in the last line of expression (2)
(ω )
(ω )
(ω ,ψ )
(ω ,ψ )
ˆ ˆ
I int
erfer (ψ ) = 2 {I prim − I Aufh f (ψ )}IUmweg f (ψ ) cos ϕ (ψ ) cos(∠E1 , E21 )

This factor is used in the program UMWEG since the program version UMWEG-99. The
effect of polarization and its effect on the intensities of the multiple diffraction patterns as
well as on the asymmetries of the three beam interference profiles is discussed in a paper
submitted for publication on 31th July 2003.
The expressions for primary and secondary extinction as well as the absorption correction,
also missing in the basic expressions (2), will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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UMWEG, an update of the program UMWEG-98 [E. Rossmanith, J. Appl.
Cryst. (1999). 32, 355±361], makes possible the calculation and graphical
representation of multiple-diffraction patterns (Renninger scans, multiplediffraction peak location plots) and can be applied to X-rays as well as to
neutrons. The program is written in Lahey Fortran 95. The program runs without
further commercial subroutine libraries. It is distributed for Windows 2000 via
http://www.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/mpi/rossmanith. Executable (binary) ®les are
available free of charge for academic use only.
!
 I0 qs0  L! ts0 =2prim ;
Iprim

1. Introduction
The program UMWEG is an update of UMWEG-98, which was fully
described in Ro-99.1 In the following sections (xx2±6) the modi®cations and applications (x7) of the program will be given. Successful
applications of the program can be found additionally in works by
Rossmanith & Armbruster (1995) and Bevan et al. (2002).

Is1!

Equation (2) given in Ro-99 is, of course, adequate only in the case of
forbidden primary re¯ections. For allowed re¯ections, instead of
equation (2), in UMWEG (as well as in UMWEG-98) the following
expression is (was) used for Is1 total , the total power received in the
counter during the rotation about the axis (unit vector s1 parallel to
kprim, see Fig. 1),
total

events

1

where, in the case of X-ray tubes g 1;2  depends on the intensity ratio
of the K 1 and K 2 radiation, and in other cases it is equal to 1. In the
!
new version of UMWEG, I prim
and Is1! event are de®ned by
(see Ro-00b)
1

Some of the expressions and ®gures discussed in this paper were derived or
presented in previous papers by the author. These expressions and ®gures will
be referenced in the following by the abbreviation Ro-xxy-(z), where xx
represents the two last digits of the year of publication, y stands for a, b, c, etc.,
if more than one paper in the respective year is referenced, and z represents
the number of the expression or ®gure under consideration.
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;

!
Iinterfer

!
!; 
  2fIprim
ÿ IAufh
f

!; 
IUmweg
f

g1=2 cos '

;

where I0 is the incident intensity (energy sÿ1 cmÿ2) and qs0 is the cross
section of the crystal volume normal to the incident beam, i.e. (I0qs0 )
= J0, the incident power. The unit vectors s0 and s2 are parallel to k0
and kop, respectively (see Fig. 1), and h is de®ned by
1=h  r0 jFh jTK=Vcell ;

3. Theoretical background of the program: intensity
calculation

Is1

!
  Iinterfer

!; 
IUmweg
 I0 qs0  L!  L  ts0 =2op  ts2 =2coop ;

The program is written for !ÿ scans of spherical crystals bathed in
the incident beam, i.e. for the experimental conditions described in x2
of Ro-99. It is shown in x7 that qualitative agreement between
calculated and measured scans can be obtained even for pure scans
and semi-in®nite plane parallel crystals.

i
event ;

!; 
  IUmweg
f

!; 
 I0 qs0  L!  L  ts0 =2prim  ts0 =2op  ts1 =2coop ;
IAufh

2. Experimental background of the program


P h !
!
 g 1;2  Iprim

Is1

!; 
event  ÿIAufh
f

2

3

where r0 is the classical electron radius,  is the wavelength of the
radiation used for diffraction, |Fh| is the modulus of the complex
structure factor, Fh, which can be expressed by its modulus and phase
according to
Fh  jFh j exp i'h ;

4

and T is the temperature factor de®ned by
T  expÿ

2
1h
2

2
2k
2 2





2
3l 
2 2

2 4 hk  2 5 hl  2 6 kl

 expÿ2 u1 a h  u2 b k  u3 c2 l2
 2u4 a b hk  2u5 a c hl  2u6 b c kl

5

where h, k, l are the Miller indices of the re¯ection h and a*, b*, c* are
the reciprocal-lattice parameters and ui and i are the temperature
parameters. K is the polarization coef®cient for the parallel and
perpendicular component of the X-ray electric ®eld and Vcell is the
volume of the unit cell.
The Lorentz factor L, corresponding to the rotation about the 
axis, is de®ned by Ro-92-(9h), Ro-92-(10c)±(16), Ro-92-(19a), and
Ro-00a-(15). The extinction-corrected mean thickness of the crystal
sample in the direction of the incident beam, tsi , is de®ned by
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j cos j
hnop = 2=

for MMn > hprim =2;
for MMn  hprim =2:

8

The scattering phase shift '  depends on the direction in which the
Ewald sphere is crossed by the reciprocal-lattice point corresponding
to the operative re¯ection during the rotation about the axis. It is
clear from Fig. 1 that during a 360 rotation the reciprocal-lattice
point crosses the Ewald sphere twice, once from the outside to the
inside (o±i) and once from the inside to the outside (i±o). The two
corresponding scattering phase shifts, ' oÿi and ' iÿo can be
approximated by [Ro-00b-(22)]
'

oÿi  '  =2  arctan

'

iÿo  '  =2  arctan



0

ÿ 
total
integral

ÿ


0

total
integral

;
9
;

where ' is the triplet phase
'  'op  'coop ÿ 'prim

10

and 'op, 'coop and 'prim are the phases of the structure factors of the
primary, operative and cooperative re¯ections, respectively.

4. Input data

Figure 1

The geometry of the scanning technique in reciprocal space. Upper diagram:
elevation. Lower diagram: plan. ki and hi are the wavevectors and reciprocal-lattice
vectors, respectively, corresponding to the primary re¯ection (i = prim), operative
re¯ection (i = op) and cooperative re¯ection (i = coop). ki = si/, where si is a unit
vector.

tsi  Vcry =qsi yp ;

6

The input description ®le is included in the program UMWEG, i.e.
every time the binary executable of UMWEG is started, the input
description ®le input-help is built and stored in the directory
containing the binary executable of UMWEG. It can be addressed by
the menu item `help input-®le' of the program.
An example for the UMWEG-98 input ®le was given in Ro-99Table-1 (forbidden 882 re¯ection of YIG). In the new version of
UMWEG, some additional options are included. First of all, the
program can be used additionally for neutrons. The default neutron
scattering lengths given in the International Tables for Crystallography, Vol. C, pp. 384ÿ391, can be overridden by the user.

where Vcry is the crystal volume and qsi is the cross section of the
crystal volume normal to the beam incident in the si direction and yp
is the primary extinction correction.
f  is the normalized pseudo-Voigt function [Ro-00b-(23), Ro-02(44) and Ro-02-Fig. 14],

f



1

(



total
integral




1 

"
1 ÿ  exp ÿ
1
ÿ

0 =

ÿ

!2 #
0

 total
integral
)

2
total
integral

;

7

where 0 corresponds to the value of the variable in the peak
maximum and  total
integral is the total integral width of the re¯ection
with respect to the rotation about the axis (Ro-92, Ro-02). The
mixing parameter  is a measure of the Lorentzian contribution to the
pseudo-Voigt distribution. The default value for  is calculated in
UMWEG individually for each re¯ection, depending on the relation
of the distance MMn (see Fig. 1) to the half length of the reciprocallattice vector corresponding to the primary re¯ection hprim, the angle
de®ned in the lower part of Fig. 1, and the ratio of the diameter of
the Ewald sphere and hnop , the component of the reciprocal-lattice
vector corresponding to the operative re¯ection hop normal to hprim:
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Figure 2

Input ®le ge_juretschke_222.ein.
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Figure 3

Input ®le ge_hasylab_222.ein.

Figure 4

Input ®le znwo4.ein.

Secondly, the temperature parameters can be input alternatively as ui
or i, de®ned in (5). Thirdly, depending on the sign of the intensitylimit parameter, `drumin', additional options for limiting the number
of multiple-diffraction events considered in the print and graphical
output are available. Last but not least, the ®rst-®ve matrix elements
of the orientation matrix can be replaced by options for a usersupplied zero-point shift of the axis, for the reversal of the sense of
the scale, for automatic indexing of the plot, for a user-supplied
choice of the mixing parameter  [fourth matrix element = 0.-1:
Lorentzian contribution  = 0.-1, equal for all pro®les; fourth matrix
element = 2.: variable Lorentzian contribution calculated according
to  = j cos j; fourth matrix element = 3.: variable Lorentzian
contribution calculated according to  = hnop /(2/); fourth matrix
element = 4.: default variable Lorentzian contribution calculated
according to expression (8)], and the possibility to scale the intensity
!
= 1.
of the graphical output to Iprim

Figure 5

Multiple-diffraction pattern for the `almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection of Ge. Cu K 1
radiation. Uppermost scan: experimental Renninger chart reproduced from Fig. 18
of Nicolosi (1982). Middle scan: theoretically predicted Renninger chart
reproduced from Fig. 5 of Juretschke (1984). Lowest scan: multiple-diffraction
pattern calculated with the input ®le ge_juretschke_222.ein (Fig. 2).

the scan ®le of the measured scan (if given in the input ®le), or to the
name and path of the PostScript output ®le. If available, the measured
scan is also output in this ®le. In most of the following examples, this
®le is used for the production of the ®gures.

5. Print output
Only a few self-explanatory modi®cations were made in the print
output of the new version of UMWEG. Most of them are concerned
with the modi®ed input and need no further comment here.

6. File output of the calculated scan
The calculated scan is output in a ®le with the extension .cal. The
name and path of this ®le corresponds either to the name and path of
J. Appl. Cryst. (2003). 36, 1467±1474

7. Examples
The input ®les for the following examples are included in the program
UMWEG, i.e. every time the binary executable of UMWEG is
started, the input ®les ge_juretschke.ein (Fig. 2), ge_hasylab_
222.ein (Fig. 3), znwo4.ein (Fig. 4) and benzil_P31_2_1.ein are
built and stored in the directory containing the binary executable of
UMWEG.
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Figure 6

ÿ diagram for the `almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection of Ge.

range as in Fig. 5.

7.1. Examples for centrosymmetric structures
7.1.1. Examples for `almost forbidden' Ge 222 primary reflections.
Results obtained for the `almost forbidden' Ge 222 re¯ection by
Nicolosi (1982) and Juretschke (1984) are reproduced in the uppermost (experimental pattern) and middle (theoretical pattern)
diagram in Fig. 5, respectively, and compared with the prediction
obtained with UMWEG (lowest diagram). Juretschke's pattern,
derived in the framework of the dynamic theory, was worked out for

the symmetrical Bragg case, ignoring absorption and the divergence
and wavelength spread of the incident beam. The input ®le used for
the evaluation with UMWEG is given in Fig. 2. According to
Juretschke's approach, the wavelength spread (second number in the
fourth line of the input ®le ge_juretschke_222.ein) and divergences (®rst and second number in the ®fth line) and the mosaic
spread (®fth number in the ®fth line) are set to zero. To avoid
absorption correction (no absorption correction is applied in
UMWEG for r > 31.5; Ge = 401 cmÿ1) a large value (r = 1000 mm)
was chosen for the sample radius, equivalent to the mosaic block
radius (third and fourth number in the ®fth line). The values for the
cell constants (third line) and the phase of the structure (fourth line
from the bottom), '222 = ÿ90 , were obtained in the author's own
experiments (see Figs. 7 and 9). The wavelength (unpolarized Cu K 1
radiation, fourth line) and the modulus of the structure factor of the
`almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection (fourth line from the bottom), |F222|
= 1, were taken from Table 1 of Juretschke (1984). The user-supplied
zero shift (angle between = 0 calculated by the program and that
used by Juretschke; ®rst number in the third line from the bottom)
was found to be ÿ150 . The calculations are performed with automatic indexing (third number in the third line from the bottom), using
Lorentzian intensity pro®les (®rst number in the second line from the
!
= 1 (second number in
bottom) and intensity scaling according to Iprim
the second line from the bottom). The multiple-diffraction intensity
!
(sixth number in the sixth line of the
pro®les are cut at four times Iprim
input ®le).
The qualitative overall agreement between the two theoretical
scans shown in Fig. 5 is very satisfactory, but there is an essential

Figure 7

Ê . Black scan
Multiple-diffraction pattern for the `almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection of Ge. Synchrotron radiation. Red scan (upper): measured at HASYLAB with  = 1.1851 A
(lower): calculated with the input ®le ge_hasylab_222.ein (Fig. 3).
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Figure 8

Clipping of the multiple-diffraction pattern for the `almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection
Ê.
of Ge of Fig. 7. Red scan (bottom): measured at HASYLAB with  = 1.1851 A
Black scans (upper three): calculated with the input ®le ge_hasylab_222.ein
(Fig. 3). Lowest black scan: intensity limit >0.1 counts sÿ1. Middle black scan:
intensity limit >30 counts sÿ1. Uppermost black scan: intensity limit >100 counts
sÿ1.

difference in the intensity. For example, whereas Juretschke's inten and 111 events,
sity is nearly doubled in the range between the 133
the intensity enhancement is much smaller in the lowest diagram.
Unfortunately no intensity scale is given for the experimental scan.
The absence of the pronounced minima in the experimental scan of
Fig. 5 is very probably caused by the characteristics of the incident
beam, i.e. by the relatively large divergence and wavelength spread of
the unpolarized Cu K 1 radiation. The corresponding effect can
easily be understood considering the ®gures Ro-01-Fig. 10 and Ro-01Fig. 11. Every Renninger scan involves some intensity integration
about ! (see Fig. 1), masking the dips of the interference effect. It is
obvious from the ÿ diagram, Fig. 6, that only the 111 event is
nearly wavelength independent. Consequently, this event shows the
most pronounced dip in the experimental scan in Fig. 5.
Better agreement between the calculated and measured scans is
obtained with synchrotron radiation. In Fig. 7, for example, the
J. Appl. Cryst. (2003). 36, 1467±1474

Figure 9

Clipping of the multiple-diffraction pattern for the `almost forbidden' 222 re¯ection
Ê.
of Ge of Fig. 7. Red scan (middle): measured at HASYLAB with  = 1.1851 A
Black scans: calculated with the input ®le ge_hasylab_222.ein (Fig. 3). Lowest
scan: '222 = ÿ90 . Uppermost scan: '222 = 90 .

graphical output of UMWEG for a 20 diffraction pattern of the
`almost forbidden' Ge 222 re¯ection measured at HASYLAB/DESY
Ê is shown (Schmidt et al., 1999). The ®gure was
with  = 1.1851 A
produced with the input ®le ge_hasylab_222.ein (Fig. 3). The
input differs from Fig. 2 mainly in the wavelength (fourth line of the
input ®le), in the divergences and in the sample size (®fth line of the
input ®le). The two broad peaks in the range ÿ166 < < ÿ160 , with
`Iumweg' = 51 counts sÿ1 (see the table with the heading `Multiplediffraction-events with intensity greater than . . . ' in the print output;
!; 
!; 
total
total
/ integral
, `Iaufhe' = IAufh
/ integral
), correspond
`Iumweg' = IUmweg


to the 313 event crossing the Ewald sphere with the small angle
distance 2 = 2.52 (see Fig. 1).
The pronounced maximum on the top of each of these two peaks is
caused by ®ve events, four with `Iumweg' ' 10 counts sÿ1 and one
with `Iumweg' ' 5 counts sÿ1. According to expression (1), at =
ÿ163.5 , a value of about 95 counts sÿ1 is obtained, a result which is in
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Figure 10

Multiple-diffraction pattern of the 040 primary re¯ection of ZnWO4. Cu K
calculated with the input ®le znwo4.ein (Fig. 4).

1

radiation. (a) Measured pattern reproduced from Fig. 7 of Gong & Post (1983). (b) Pattern

fairly good agreement with the corresponding measured value of
116 counts sÿ1. The negative calculated intensity observed, for
example, in the range ÿ159.25 < < ÿ158.25 is explained with the
help of Fig. 8. Of course, no negative intensity is obtained with
expression (1) for one particular event. Considering only events with
`Iumweg' > 100 counts sÿ1 (®fth number in the sixth line of the input
®le, `drumin' = ÿ100 counts sÿ1; because of the negative sign of the
intensity limit, the same number of multiple-diffraction events is
considered in the print output and in the two diagrams of the
graphical output), it can easily be proved by the user of UMWEG that
 event is equal to 0.08
the minimum intensity obtained for the 311
(uppermost black scan in Fig. 8). Reducing the intensity limit to 30
counts sÿ1, the 371 event is added to the pattern according to the
expression (1), reducing the minimum to a negative value, i.e. illustrating the limits of the rough kinematical approximation (middle
black scan). For an exact analysis of the problem, the fundamental
equations of the dynamic theory have to be applied. But, as far as the
author knows, no practicable exact solution of these equations is
available for the case discussed in Fig. 8. On the other hand, the
qualitative overall agreement between the measurement (red scan)
and the calculation obtained with UMWEG with the intensity limit
`Iumweg' > 0.1 (lowest black scan) is satisfactory.
In Fig. 9, the measured range ÿ153 < < ÿ150 of the Ge 222
diffraction pattern (Fig. 7) is compared alternatively with the theoretical pattern calculated with the phase '222 = ÿ90 (lowest diagram)
and 90 (uppermost diagram). It is evident from the ®gure that
UMWEG makes possible the phase determination of the `almost
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forbidden' re¯ections, i.e. according to the atomic positions given in
Fig. 2, the phase for the Ge 222 re¯ection is determined to be '222 =
ÿ90 .
7.1.2. The weak 040 primary reflection of ZnWO4. An extensive
Renninger scan for the 040 primary re¯ection of ZnWO4 was
presented and discussed by Gong & Post (1983). Although they used
a crystal with some scratches and natural contours (square platelet,
about 1  1 cm and 1 mm thick, with the large face normal to 010)
and an unpolarized Cu K 1 incident beam with divergence of about
0.03 , nearly all events in the pattern show strong interference effects
(Fig. 10a). In Fig. 10(b), the calculated scan, znwo4.cal, obtained
with the input ®le given in Fig. 4, is shown. The structure parameters
are taken from Dahlborg & Svensson (1999). The calculations were
performed for a perfect spherical crystal with radius 1000 mm bathed
in the 0.03 divergent beam. No absorption correction was applied
(ZnWO4 = 911 cmÿ1, r > 31.5). Because of the negative sign of the
intensity parameter (ÿ32), the same number of multiple-diffraction
events is considered in the print output and in the two diagrams of the
graphical output. A user-supplied zero point shift of the axis (180 )
and the reversal of the sense of the scale (second matrix element of
the `orientation matrix' = ÿ1) was necessary to match Gong & Post's
(1983)
scale. The ®le znwo4.obs (also incorporated in the
!
= 31 000 counts
program) contains only the re¯ection 111 with I111
!
ÿ1
=
s , used for intensity scaling of the primary re¯ection 040 to Iprim
ÿ1
2237 counts s .
An exact agreement between the measured and calculated scans
cannot be expected for several reasons. First of all, the experimental
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Figure 11

Multiple-diffraction pattern of the 13 4 primary re¯ection of benzil. Red scan (top):
Ê synchrotron radiation. Middle scan: theoretical scan
measured with 1.54 A
calculated for the space group P3121 (input ®le benzil_P31_2_1.ein, Fig. 12).
Lower scan: theoretical scan calculated for the space group P3221 (see text for
input).

Figure 12

Input ®le benzil_P31_2_1.ein.

conditions underlying Fig. 10(a) (`semi-in®nite' platelet showing
mosaicity) differ appreciably from the theoretical conditions underlying Fig. 10(b) (perfect spherical crystal bathed in the beam),
resulting in distinct widths and shapes of the intensity pro®les as well
as distinct primary and secondary extinction and absorption. In
addition, secondary extinction and absorption is neglected in Fig.
10(b). Secondly, most of the 53 events in the multiple-diffraction
pattern are four-beam cases, i.e. only the identi®cation numbers
underlined in Fig. 10(a) and given in red in Fig. 10(b), respectively,
refer to three-beam cases. As pointed out before, expression (1) is
only a rough approximation for multi-beam diffraction. Thirdly, small
amounts of iron, calcium and manganese in substitution for zinc, as
well as deviations of the structure and temperature parameters from
those given in Fig. 4, may modify the intensity pattern. Last but not
least, as pointed out in x7.1.1, the pronounced dips of Fig. 10(b) may
be masked by the ! integration of the Renninger scan.
However, the overall qualitative agreement is satisfactory and
especially the succession of the minimum and maximum for each
pro®le is identical in both ®gures, even in the four-beam cases. As a
result of the intensity limit, in Fig. 10(b) the two very small events, 20
and 41, of Fig. 10(a) are missing. On the other hand, the peak marked
by a blue asterisk, as well as several very small unmarked events in
Fig. 10(b), correspond to unmarked peaks in Fig. 10(a).
7.2. Example for an acentric structure: determination of the absolute
structure of benzil

The applicability of UMWEG for the determination of the absolute
structure is demonstrated in Fig. 11, showing the result obtained by
J. Appl. Cryst. (2003). 36, 1467±1474

Grochowski et al. (2000). An experimental 1
scan of the 13 4
Ê
primary re¯ection measured with 1.54 A wavelength on the Huber
four-circle diffractometer at beamline D3 at HASYLAB/DESY (red
scan in Fig. 11) is compared with theoretical scans calculated for the
two enantiomorphic space groups P3121 (middle scan) and P3221
(lower scan). The input ®le for the middle scan, benzil_P31_2_1.ein, is given in Fig. 12. The lower scan is obtained by
replacing the space group number for P3121 (152) by that for P3221
(154) and reversing the signs of all atomic positional parameters.
From the very good ®t between the middle pattern and the
measurement, the absolute structure can be determined to correspond to Fig. 12.

8. Availability
The program is written in Lahey Fortran 95. The program runs
without further commercial subroutine libraries; consequently it can
be used without licence problems. It is distributed for Windows 2000
via
http://www.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/mpi/rossmanith.
Executable
(binary) ®les are available free of charge for academic use only.
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